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Solutions to improve your quality of life
People with hearing difficulties have problems in being alerted to
household sounds such as ringing bells, smoke alarms, crying
babies, etc. The Connevans Personal Pager System provides a
flexible solution to these problems allowing the wearer to relax
and enjoy life confident of being alerted to the telephone,
doorbell etc, wherever they are around the house or garden.
What does the Connevans PPS 433 system consist of?
Two elements ‒ a vibrating pager, worn or carried by the user, and one or
more pager trigger units situated near the source of alert. The trigger sends
the alerting signal to the pager. 
What happens? The pager vibrates when a trigger unit has been activated; there are
3 different vibrating patterns which is especially important for visually impaired
people. When several trigger units are in use the PPS433 pager front panel display
shows all the trigger units that are alerting. 
What are the different types of trigger units?
Telephone, Doorbell, Baby Alarm, Switch (yes, any type of external switch or
pressure pad etc.), Call, Alarm Clock or Fire ‒ in fact, at Connevans we pride
ourselves with being unrivalled in the range of ‘triggering situations‘ we can
respond to. Connevans PPS 433 trigger units can respond to sound, light,
voltage, closing switch or relay connections. Trigger units have applications other
than by their obvious name, for example the voltage sensing door bell trigger
unit can be connected to alarms systems such as car alarms. 

In addition to our standard range of triggers, we are
able to make bespoke systems. eg. if you have two
children then you can have two baby alarm triggers on
different channels. If you have an alert situation which does not appear to
be catered for, please contact Customer Services who will then discuss
your requirements with the technical support team.
Can I install the system myself?
Certainly, the system is very easy to install and use, you do not need to get
a specialist to install a Connevans PPS 433. Some trigger units are ‘plug-in
and use’, others such as the doorbell trigger can be installed by any
average DIYer ‒ there is no involvement with mains wiring. Both the pager
vibrator and trigger units are battery powered (with an automatic low
battery warning) and all the trigger units have a test button for routine

testing and to check the range. 
Standard and extended range triggers
A standard range PPS trigger unit has a theoretical open space
range of 75m, which gives a realistic operational range of 50m.
This is suitable to cover a typical domestic situation such as a
house and garden.

An extended range PPS trigger has an external aerial and has a realistic operational range of at least 150m. 
The range of any pager system will be reduced by physical objects such as walls, metalwork or even trees,
so if in doubt, it’s best to go with the extended range version.

Domestic Personal Pager System ‒ PPS 433

Peace of mind,
both for the wearer
and their family
knowing that they
will be alerted
when necessary.

Comfortable
and discreet
to wear, but

powerful
enough to
cover both
house and

garden.

All PPS Trigger units are supplied with an alkaline PP3 battery and mounting clip. 
All triggers: size approx. 23 x 60 x 80mm, weight 100g exc. battery.
The PPS trigger units are CE approved (No. 10625) to MPT1340 and an operating licence is not required.
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All PPS Trigger units are supplied with an alkaline PP3 battery and mounting clip. 
All triggers: size approx. 23 x 60 x 80mm, weight 100g exc. battery.
The PPS trigger units are DTI type approved (No. 10625) to MPT1340 and an operating licence is not required.

CONNEVANS PERSONAL PAGER SYSTEM ‒ PPS Sample quotations

Baby alarm pager system ‒ QPPS1 quotation package
A vibrating pager with baby alarm trigger

Domestic pager system ‒ QPPS2 quotation package
A typical vibrating pager and three trigger system with
rechargeable batteries ‒ responding to phone, fire alarm
and doorbell.

Vibrating Pager PV433                                                          433PV433          £ 118.58
PVC Pager belt pouch                                                          50PVBPP                    4.60
Charger & 4 AA Rechargeable batteries for pager         MBC04E                   18.84
PPS433 Phone trigger unit channel 1                               433TUT1ER             85.41
PPS433 Doorbell trigger unit channel 2                           433TUD2E               73.76
PPS433 Domestic fire alarm trigger unit channel F       433TUFFE                73.76
Shipping and order processing                                         PSHLPARCEL             7.95

                                                                                                                              £ 382.90

PPS Trigger Unit Facility Options 
Trigger unit type  
Part no.

Default
channel

Battery
test

button

Internal
sound
sensor

PPS 
Trigger

sensitivity

Ext. sound
piezo

option
Type of sensing Standard 

accessories Comments

Telephone 
433TUT1ER 1 yes no n/a yes sound or light ‒

opto coupler
Ringer &
adaptors

Normal connection is to use standard
telephone socket.

Doorbell 
433TUD2E 2 yes no 110dB yes voltage 

or sound
1m connecting

lead 
Voltage triggering range 1-30V dc 
& 1-20V AC rms, wired across bell.

Baby Alarm 
433TUB3 3 yes yes 85dB no sound none Unit is placed near, but out of reach 

of the child.
External Switch 
433TUS4E 4 yes no n/a no closing switch/

short circuit
1m connecting

lead 
Can be used with any closing contact
switch or relay.

Call Alarm 
433TUC5 5 no no n/a no closing switch/

short circuit
Nurse 

call switch 
Either the integral or external button 
can be used.

Alarm Clock 
433TUA6 6 yes no 95dB yes sound Ext. piezo 

sound sensor 
Use the external piezo or connect 
directly to a Connevans modified clock.

PIR 
433TUP7E 7 yes no 110dB yes sound Ext. piezo 

sound sensor 
Same sensitivity as the fire trigger but
with different alert for general use.

FIRE ALARM TRIGGERS
Domestic 
433TUFFE F yes no 110dB yes sound Ext. piezo 

sound sensor 
The external piezo is placed on a
domestic smoke alarm.

Commercial 
433TUCFE F yes no 110dB yes sound 

or voltage 
Ext. piezo 

sound sensor
Direct connection is possible, 
voltage triggering range 
1-30V dc &  1-20V AC rms.

Source powered
433TUZFE

F n/a n/a n/a n/a n/a none ‒ source
voltage lead

ordered
separately

Activated & powered (only 20mA 
approx.) from the alarm system, 
source operating voltage range of 
9-48V dc with appropriate lead. 
The source powered PU requires
no operating PP3 battery.

x4

Vibrating Pager PV433                                                         433PV433           £ 118.58
PVC Pager belt pouch                                                          50PVBPP                    4.60
Alkaline batteries for pager (pack of 4)                             MBNAAX4                  1.36
PPS433 baby trigger unit channel 3                                  433TUB3                  67.73
Shipping and order processing                                         PSHLPARCEL             7.95

                                                                                                                               £ 200.22
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